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Every minute – every minute – almost 2.5 million
pieces of content are shared on Facebook, while
277,000 tweets go out. In the first quarter of 2015,
LinkedIn members generated more than 100,000
long-form posts. And as for blog posts, more than two
million were written back in 2012 alone, so lord knows
how many are going out into the ether in 2015.
A few years ago it was estimated that the amount
of information consumed daily on the internet was
enough to fill 168 million DVDs (how outdated does
that sound now?). That’s everything just mentioned,
plus online magazine articles, white papers, newsletters,
infographics, presentations on SlideShare, ‘thought
leadership’ pieces, YouTube videos, webinars, Pinterest
pins, photos on Instagram, Google+… the list goes on.
But how much of that content sufficiently interests,
engages and inspires readers to take action – actually
leading to more business?
As blogger, author, strategist and speaker Jeff
Bullas points out, the ‘holy grail’ of content marketing
(sometimes referred to as ‘inbound marketing’) is to use
content to attract clients and customers to you, rather
than chase them down with cold calling and more
traditional sales methods, or ‘outbound marketing’.
And Bullas should know – Onalytica ranked him number
one ‘content marketing influencer’ globally in 2014,
and his brand awareness is so successful his blog
receives over five million page views a year.
And this approach is as true for B2B as B2C because,
says Bullas: “You’re always dealing with a human
being. The product might be different, the problems
the audience faces might be different, the way they
consume content might be different. That just means
you use different media.”

THINK STRATEGY
To succeed with content marketing, everything you
write, tweet or post must have a strategic focus, such
as introducing a new or broader audience to your
brand. Content strategist Anne Caborn, Founder of In
the Content Lab, gives an example of recently working
with a start-up to enhance their web and social media
traffic. This included identifying blog topics of interest
to their target market – dog owners – and creating
a tone of voice that would engage that core audience.
“The focus was to attract Twitter followers, increase
Facebook likes, and other web traffic measured by
Google Analytics,” she explains. “The aim wasn’t to
monetise, but to raise the baseline audience before
going all out to launch new products.”
On the other hand, a well-established financial
services company might convey expertise, knowledge
and trusted advisor status by posting articles like ‘10
ways to never have a credit problem’ or ‘How to ensure
your real estate investment pays off’, suggests Bullas.
But companies still seem to struggle when it comes
to getting the most out of content marketing. Indeed,
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some don’t even bother. A recent survey question posed
to SmartBrief’s 200,000 online subscribers asked: how
effectively do content marketing efforts (blogs, white
papers, etc) drive action by your customers? The
responses came out as follows:
● Extremely – our content marketing drives great lead
generation: 6.06%
● Generally – our content sometimes sparks new
conversations with prospects/clients: 34.55%
● Not at all – our content generates few, if any,
comments, feedback or leads: 36.97%
● Not the point – we only publish content because
everyone else does: 4.24%
● Not relevant – we have much higher priorities than
content marketing: 18.18%
This is in line with TrackMaven’s report ‘The Content
Marketing Paradox: Is More Content Really Better?’,
which said that in 2013/14 ‘the output of content per
brand increased by 78 per cent but content engagement
decreased by 60 per cent’. This led TrackMaven to
conclude that ‘a growing majority of professional
marketing content is ineffective’.

STAY RELEVANT
Arguably the main reason
for this is lack of relevance,
explains Chris Chilton, Account
Director at Channel Island
firm Orchard PR. “The most
engaging content takes a macro
view. It’s not about your banking
product, it’s about evaluating
current trends,” he explains.
“If you look at what’s topical
within important magazines
and on social media, so you
can fit your business into what
people are talking about, it’s
more likely to result in questions
and sharing.”
Or as Caborn puts it: “You
wouldn’t sit next to someone at
a dinner party and bark in their
ear: ‘Established in 1978 and
a leader in our field! We have
an offer!’ Yet much marketing content can come across
like this. Start by asking what they’re interested in, and
tailor what you say about your business to reflect this.”
While eMarketer.com reported that 41 per cent
of internet users in the UK dislike brands suggesting
‘things that are of no specific interest to me’, a separate
YouGov survey asked what types of content would
make internet users think less of a brand – the top
response (50 per cent) was ‘intrusive content.’
“When I think of a brand being intrusive, it’s
behaving in a way that doesn’t suit it,” says Chilton.

You wouldn’t sit next
to someone at a dinner
party and bark in
their ear: ‘Established
in 1978 and a leader
in our field! We have
an offer!’
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HERE ARE SOME figures to make your head spin:

Business

Business

43%
Lack of In-House Resources/Skills

42%
Inability to Measure ROI

39%
Lack of an Effective Strategy

34%
Lack of Compelling Content

31%
Lack of Integration Across
Marketing
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How to tell a
story
Writing well
is not the same as effective
storytelling, says Lisa Cron,
author of Wired for Story:
The Writer’s Guide to Using
Brain Science to Hook
Readers from the Very
First Sentence. People pay
attention to emotion-based
stories because if we’re
not feeling, we’re not
really reading. Here are her
five tips for telling more
engaging stories when
crafting content:
1. Zero in Determine
the one relevant,
goal-focused message
you want your readers to
consider differently when
they’ve finished reading
or watching.
2. Hook ‘em Craft a great
headline and a powerful
opening sentence. In
journalism, the opening
paragraph of a story is
known as a ‘lead’, and
is specifically crafted
to compel readers to
read on.
3. Nix abstractions Use
words that paint pictures
in your readers’ heads,
not just dry facts, statistics
or general concepts.
4. Court conflict We don’t
read stories for happy,
calm scenarios, but to see
how the hero (the reader,
not you!) overcomes
obstacles. Show how,
as their guide, you’ll help
them actually achieve
something.
5. E
 dit, edit, edit All good
writing is rewriting.
Compelling content is
crafted. Write, set aside,
seek feedback, edit
multiple times and then
– and only then – post.
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The top five most challenging
obstacles to social media
marketing success

“Such as a waste management company
tweeting or blogging about the royal baby
just because it’s topical, not because it’s
relevant to the product.”
Other no-nos relate to consistent quality
and credibility. As Christopher Journeaux,
Marketing and PR Consultant at Channel
Island creative communications agency
Betley Whitehorne Image, says: “One
man told me he didn’t need designers and
marketing people for branding because ‘this
stuff is so easy, I can do it myself’. Something
similar happens with content marketing.
The fact you can write or type doesn’t
mean what you create is any good.
A journalist or PR person who’s a great
copywriter and understands storytelling
(see right) is going to craft better content
than an intern. If you want to attract
a receptive audience for your content
marketing, have it written by a professional.”
Professionals know that great content
means ‘dialogue’ not ‘monologue’. As Doug
Kessler, Creative Director and Co-founder
at B2B marketing agency Velocity Partners,
says: “Traditional marketing talks at
people, content marketing talks with
people.” That is, if you’re doing it right.
“A lot of people forget content marketing
is two words: content and marketing. It
doesn’t mean you create content and wait
for the golden goose to turn up and the
sales to just roll in,” says Bullas.
Dale Bryce, Director, Customer Strategy
& Market Development for Entura in
Sydney, Australia, a specialist power and
water consulting firm, understands the
relationship between conversations and
content. The firm recently built a digital
hub for their content and posted an article
about dam safety. Instead of sitting back
hoping it reached the right people, Bryce
worked with the sales team to use this
content as a proactive lead generator.
“In one case, we drafted a simple,
personalised email targeted at a particular
client we knew would be interested – they
operate more than 30 dams – but who
hadn’t worked with us for some time.
We pointed out that our article focused on
protecting lives and driving efficiencies and
said, if they were interested, we’d introduce
them to one of our principal consultants
to discuss further.” And now, says Bryce,
Entura is in discussions about a dam safety
programme with this organisation.
Certainly, with increasing noise and
clutter online it’s becoming harder to
attract attention. A well-planned content
marketing strategy gets around this by
producing consistent, high-quality, relevant,
customer-centric content and integrates
that with the real-life conversations that
can and do lead to more business. n
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